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unequal combat, and the noblemen, admiring her divinity, re-
spectfully apologize and retire, hat in hand. The kindly ex-
postulations of the sister with her too flighty brother are very
sweetly written, and, indeed, the whole of this act is lively
and replete with interest.
The second act contains what is intended for the main sub-
ject, the groundwork of the whole drama—a conspiration
against the hero of the day, Cardinal de Richelieu. In " Ma-
rion Delorme," Victor Hugo has also chosen this great per-
sonage as the Fate in whose powerful grasp the threads of all
these petty existences are held. He also raised an altar to
that great genius, but—and there is the greatest proof of his
superiority—he left the idol behind the veil. In Hugo's play,
Richelieu never appears in person; he is every where felt; he
is seen nowhere; he moves all the wares; the dramatis per-
sonce are, by their own showing, but the puppets of his will.
The other had his choice of two great symbols, Louis XIII.
and Richelieu; he chose the king for the material image, and
the cardinal for the presiding genius—the will.
"Et qne dit de la cour le roi?
Le cardinal n'est pas content du tout!
Lc roi se porte bien sans derate ?
2xon pas! le cardinal a la fievre ou la goutte."
The cardinal is the main-spring, the soul of all things; the
very omission of any visible presence imparts a mysterious
awe to the most seemingly insignificant things overshadowed
by his influence.
But M. Augier was of opinion that he could not have too
many great personages figuring ogtensibly on his canvas, and
boldly laid hands on both—the timid, wavering, passive, mel-
ancholy monarch, and his energetic, iron-willed, stern minister.
The conspiracy itself is a sort of child's play, neither exciting
nor interesting; there is no justifiable hatred, no well-ground-
ed motive; those engaged in it play at conspiracy as they
would at lansquenet, merely as a pastime, Why or how they
mean to kill the cardinal, they do not seem to know. None
of the conspirators are at all thinking of their enterprise. The
Duchess de Rohan, who lends her house to their meetings, is
solely thinking of M. de Pienne ; M. de Pienne of Diane ; M.

